Abstract. This paper analyzes the inner relations between Classical sub-scheme probability and statistic probability, subjective probability and objective probability, prior probability and posterior probability, Transition probability and probability of utility, and further analysis the goal, method, and its practical economic purpose which represent by these various probability from the perspective of mathematics, so as to deeply understand there connotation and its relation with economic decision making, thus will pave the route for scientific predication and decision making.
INTRODUCTION
In the economic prediction and decision making process,what should be decided in advanced by the economic manager is probability. How to define various concepts of probability reasonably and scientifically under different economic situations, and give these probability the practical economic meaning is the start of predication and the key point of decision making, even it is the difficulty of holding the objective law of economic activities scientifically.
II. CLASSICAL PROBABILITY AND STATISTICAL PROBABILITY

Classical Probability
We all know that, in the beginning of the development of the probability theory, the following two objects are recognized as the main research object, which are the random phenomenons belongs to two simple properties.
{ } 1 2 , , , n S e e e = 
The elements of sample place of experiments is limited, which is { } 1 2 , , , n S e e e = 
(1) the happening of the possibility of each basic event is equal,so as ( )
( )
n P e P e P e n = = = =  , generally ,the mathematics model of these types of random experiments is called equal possible probability, the classical probability, in this probability type, the definition on the probability of the happening of the random event A is: 
With the growing experiments number of n, the frequency ( ) n f A will be stability , that means it will be stable to a constant, that kinds of " stability of frequency" is the discipline of statistics. So that, the happening probability of the random event can be represent by a variable, this variable will describe the happening probability of the event A in the experiment, the variable in the rang from 0 to 1 is defined as the probability of A, which represent as ( ) P A , this is the statistic meaning of probability.
Here must be cautious :
(1) although there are existing tightness connections between classical sub-scheme probability definition and the statistic definition of probability , and there are consistent conclusion but it still define the possibility from different routes for the probability of random event in the random experiment. so that, there character must be cautious in the economic activity based on the object there are focusing on.
(2) in the economic predication and decision, it may repeated to use the statistic meaning of probability, for the reason when the experiments number n is approaching a big value , ( ) ( ) n f A P A ≈ , it must not neglect the equal possibility of the classical probability , such ideal model is widely used, for example, some nature phenomenal cannot be predicated when happening.
III. SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY AND OBJECTIVE PROBABILITY
The subject probability is the measurement based on the subjective judgment on the possibility of the event based on several experiments people have done. It is the predication on the probability based on experience and presentiment. Obviously , it must obey the axiomatization definition on the probability. that is:
From the personal perspective, the subjective probability is based on several specific experience and specific outcome for personal belief, so that, the personal subjective probability is based on personal knowledge level, working experience, personal quality, judgment ability, all these related factors, etc.Because the subject probability is based on the personal subjective judgment, so that, when people is define the subject probability, there are two distinguished feature: (1 ） the difference of the evaluation on the value of the probability: different people may have different value on the probability evaluation under the same condition for the same event; even the same person can also have different value on the probability evaluation under the different time for the same event.
(2) the character that cannot be checked: the subjective probability cannot be checked whether it is correct or not, for example, a manager expected that the profits for next month will be enhance by 80% probability, but another manger declare that only 50% probability for enhance the profits, so that ,we can not expect who is right, even in the next month ,the profit is do enhanced, we can only declare that the probability for enhance the profits at 50% is wrong. The objective probability is statistics based on the event developing, for example, based on the statistics in the previous 30 years, we can predict that the snows days in some area is 3-6 days, based on the statistics mean in probability, the snows probability is 0.10-0.20. the Different and Correlation Between Subjective Probability and Objective Probability The different between subjective probability and objective probability is there extent on reflecting the real facts, but these facts are all based on the relative meaning, because we can not directly compute or statistically compute the absolute probability value for the practical situation. the reason is: (1)the constrains on the statistics: even the probability is based on the previous huge data and statistics, but this "huge" is still based on the relative constrains, because any " huge" can contain all the factors that reflects all the real practical meanings.
(2)The various of times changing.: one aspects: the data and statistics that used are all pasted materials, another aspects, the markets is always changing dynamically, the past materials can only reflects the past, it can not reflect the current moment and the future, we can only predict the future based on the summarizing and concluding the previous changing rules. Although, many experts think that, the subjective probability and the objective probability are two organic portion of the degree of uncertain from small to big, they are all non-neglect.
So that, the evaluation of the subjective probability has wide applying prospect in the economic prediction and decision.
IV. THE PRIOR PROBABILITY AND THE POSTERIOR PROBABILITY the Prior Probability and the Posterior Probability
The prior probability, simplified specification: it is based on the historical material or objective judgment to define the probability, the "prior" means the experiment that haven't been verified. Generally, in the common economics decision, the intuition of the experience, subjective judgment and the current situation are all based on the prior probability representation. For the reason these probability has not been verified by effective methods, there are risk existing. In order to reduce the risk, it needs to precisely hold and evaluate these prior probability. This is based on scientific experiment, investigation, statistics analysis to get these intelligent information, so as to amend these prior probability, so as to enhance the correctness of the probability to the real situation, these probability which has been viewed and further added information is posterior probability. Obviously, the difference between the prior and posterior probability is: (1)based on the time line, through the experiment, investigator and various kinds of method to further add information as the boundary, before this boundary or after this boundary. (2)based on the matching of the real practical situation, the latter is more close to the real situation than the former, it is the modified probability. ２. the computation on the posterior probability Generally speaking, the posterior probability is computed based on the experiments and the Bayesian theory, so that, it must be cleared on the following concepts:
A, and B are two events in the Sample Space S, we called ( )
as the happening probability of event A under the condition B.
(2) based on the above formula the united probability is ( )
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= = + = + is the marginal probability Following is an practical example; Some company needs to choose the salesman, in order to find the most qualified salesman, following steps are implemented. First, define the prior probability: collect ,organize and analysis the previous materials, the outcome is: in all these salesman who submit their application, only 63% of them are qualified for the practical requirements, the rest of them are not qualified, 63% is the prior probability.
Secondly, using the effective method to capture the precise information( such as experiment): holding the " sale ability testing", the outcome is: in these qualified salesman, only 82% of them can pass the testing, only 28% of those non-qualified salesman pass the testing. The third steps: computing and modify the prior probability( posterior probability): using 3) holding the 'ability testing" is valuable, so as to present that the inner meaning of the posterior probability Above all, compute the posterior has the following function (1) if the information proposed is non-complete information or subjective probability, so that, through the Bayesian theory to compute the posterior probability to provide a further research scientific method, and can do quantification on the result for its possibility.
(2)if any investigation result cannot be absolutely correct, and the prior knowledge or subjective probability are not believable , then the computed posterior probability can combine these two information in a skillfully manner. (3) it can be repeated used in economic predication and decision process, it makes the decision more reasonable and scientific.
V. TRANSITION PROBABILITY AND UTILITY PROBABILITY
In the risk type decision making,
There are various standard that can be choose for decision making, the most common used methods are: using the expected valued as the standard, using classical probability as the standard and using the maximum value as the standard,etc.but whatever choose what kind of standard, the initial question is the value problem of the probability, generally speaking, it needs to be classified into two layers for discussing.
In the first layer, based on various practical situation of the probability for the nature situation: if the occurs of the probability has the obvious objective character and stabilize, then choose expected value as the standard; if various kinds of nature situation cannot be predicted for its probability, then choose equal probability as the standard; if some particular situations' probability is obvious higher than the other probability of the plans, and these expected value has not so much different, then choose the maximum possibility as the standard.
In the second layer, based on the previous experience and decided probability and its future changing possibility: whatever which standard choose for the standard for decision, the pre-requirement is define the occur probability for various situations, however, these probability are evaluated based on the past experience, but the decision is for the future, so that, once the value of the probability has changed, then will the decision plan still correct?
So that, we use the method of reverse thinking, exploring that how much affect it will taken as the changing of the current decided probability based on previous experience, and how it will threat to the current optimized plan? In other words, we need to find such rang that for the various changing of the probability, only if the probability is inside the rang of the probability, this optimized plan will be still effective, if not, the plan should be adjusted, however, the endpoint of the rang is the critical point, the probability that correspond to the critical point is the transition probability.
2． the computation of the transition probability
If use the expectation as the standard, then the new invested products is the most optimized plan, if the future probability may has large change , then we must compute the transition probability P. P=0.5
Use P 8+(1-P) (-2)=P (-3)+(1-P) 9 × × × × to get P=0.5
Only if P>0.5, then the new invest products is still the most optimized plan; only if p<0.5, then just the opposite plan, only if p=0.5 then two of them has the same profits.
3．the propose of the utility probability （1）utility Let see an example: there are two solutions. The solution one get 200 profit by 0.5 probability, and lose 100 by 0.5 probability; the solution two get 20 by 100%, obviously, the solution one get 50 expected value which is far more big than the 20 expected value of solution two, but under the practical decision situation, most of people will choose solution two so as to avoid the risk of lose. Of course, some of them would like to choose solution one. We can see from this example:
(1)The economic decision is not he "mechanical decision", in the process of decision, mental factors, subjective initiative has the dominate position, because the decision is made by people. The experience , intelligent , power and judgment ability ,such these subjective initiative factors must make important affect on the decision.
(2) the conservative decision people has different action with the aggressive people when doing the same expected value. (3) in the previous decision methods, most of them using direct computing( such as expected value) as the decision standard, this is obviously has more constrains in practical situation.
（2）Utility curve
Generally Speaking, when the same decision has multiples or low risk of losing, the decision makers' interests and expected value has high degree in matching; when the decision has only once chance, and the risk is high, the decision makers' interests and expected value has low matching. Above all, the decision maker have different utility value for the same profit of various risks.
Above all, if we use abscissa represent profit, ordinate as utility value, then the changing relation of the attitude on the risk can be draw as a curve. Then we call this curve as the decision makers utility curve, and the utility (function) can be represent by this curve.
（3） utility probability
We conclude: the utility value is represented as probability, P, 0 P 1 ≤ ≤ , maximum profit of the utility value is 1, minimum profit of the utility value is 0.
4． the definition of the utility probability Just as described above, utility is used to identify the attitude of risk for the decision maker, so as to say that utility is the subjective measurement for the decision maker. So that, we can using mental testing method to define the utility value. For example, the decision maker will accept definitive 20 profit and won't accept solution one, this indicate that 20 profit's affection is bigger than solution one, more question, how about 5 profit for solution two? If the decision maker accept 5 profit solution, then it indicate that the utility of 5 profit is bigger than the utility of solution one, more questions, if the profit lose 5 for solution two? If the decision maker still accept solution one, then its indicate solution one has more utility value than 5 profit.
Thus, with continuously changing of the getting profit, the decision maker will finally find the same effect between the profit and loss value and the solutions, we suppose the profit and the loss value is 0,then it will be equal with the 0 corresponding with the utility value and the solution one utility value 0.5 1.0+0.5 0=0.5
× ×
, so as to get the 0 profit and the loss value is 0.5, the point on the curve is （0，0.5）.
With the same method, if get 200 profit by 0.5 probability , the profit is 0 with the 0.5 probability, repeat the above process, suppose the 60 utility has the same utility with the above solution, the profit and loss value for 60 is 0.5 1+0.5 0.5=0.75 × × , so that we can get the point on the curve （60，0.75）. By continuously using the same method can get more points on the curve, by connecting these points can get the utility curve for the decision maker.
On the opposite , by getting the profit value, using utility curve can get the utility value. Something needs to be focus on: although the transition probability and the utility probability are two important probability concept in the risk decision process, but these two are different. The utility probability ( utility value) is used to describe the attitude for the risk of the decision maker, it is subjective probability, but the transition probability is objective probability, it is correspond to the nature probability as the probability on the critical point, it has obvious character of objective.
VI. CONCLUSION
1 Based on the analysis of classical probability and statistical probability, subjective probability and objective probability, prior probability and posterior probability, transition probability and utility probability, it is not hard to find on the precisely define various concepts of probability, fully advantage the math function can provide effective service for economic decision support.
2 With the high speed developing of economics, the real economic decision activity provide objective condition for various real concepts of probability, at the same time, not only economics or management has propose high demand for criteria and standard.
